
VIRTUAL EVENTS
WITH THE IMPACT OF AN

IN-PERSON CONFERENCE

WHAT DHD FILMS BRINGS TO THE TABLE 

DHD Films can elevate your content past mundane webcam calls to bring you BIG production value 
and show management that delivers an engaged audience every time.

• Impact of an in-person event
• Step-by-step guidance from a creative
   partner with 20+ years of live event experience

• On-demand content availability
• Savings on venue, hotel, and travel costs
• Analytics on participant engagement

We’re living in a time of major disruption. Meetings canceled, teams isolated... all these buzzwords  
keep floating around as potential solutions: Webinar? Webcast? Virtual Event? It’s a lot of industry 
jargon all aiming to fix the same issue! You have an event that needs to engage online instead of in 
person. We’ll transition your content to a digital platform without losing an ounce of the wow-factor.

We work with you to develop an engaging run of show 
that makes your content feel as significant as keynotes 
from the world’s leading tech companies. We can handle 
the speaker recruitment and vendor coordination to 
keep everyone in lockstep.

We offer a range of packages that scale from in-home 
setups (camera kits, lighting, backdrops), to shooting live 
on any soundstage across the country. Our professional 
services team will provide full-range support to help you 
overcome any technical roadblocks.

Content is king. Complement the message of your 
speakers with dynamic intros, video packages, 
entertainment breaks, and tools that drive your points 
home with stunning animation and production quality. 

We use the best-in-class platforms to broadcast your 
message. Our hosting services ensure your content has a 
long shelf life, and our analytics measure engagement so 
you can refine your content for future use.

ADVANTAGES 
AT A GLANCE

STRATEGY TECHNOLOGY

INFRASTRUCTURECONTENT

MAXIMIZE THE IMPACT OF YOUR CONTENT BY CREATING A BIG EVENT FEEL FOR ANY SIZED SCREEN


